Abstract. For the cases of core attribute updating in dynamic decision table, using array elements to count the number of attribute combinations only containing a single attribute in discernibility matrix, this paper introduces an incremental updating algorithm of computation of a core based on array. When objects are added to the decision table, the old core attribute set can be updated effectively by the changes of the values of array elements which represent core attribute .The new core attribute set can be obtained quickly. Finally, the example is given to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Introduction
The rough set theory introduced by Pawlak (1982) has often proved to be an excellent mathematical tool in dealing with vague,ambiguous,imperfect data [1] . Attribute reduction is one of the research focuses in the rough set theory.In keeping classification ability of the information system unchanged,it can induce decision or classification rules through attribute reduction.In attribute reduction algorithms, Obtaining an attribute reduction set usually begins from the computation of core. Therefore, to compute core attribute set is a crucial step. Literatures [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] studied calculation method of core attribute. But these studies are only suitable for static decision tables. Literature [7] proposed an incremental updating algorithm for computing core based on the improved discernibility matrix. When the discernibility matrix is updated,it only needs to insert a row and a column into it or delete a row and modify the corresponding column, which can effectively improve the updating efficiency of a core in the algorithm. Literature [8] put forward the incremental updating algorithm for computing core based on the discernibility matrix proposed by Professor Ye Dongyi. Literature [9] presented an incremental updating algorithm based on information entropy ,using binary discernibility matrix. Incremental updating algorithms of computation of a Core proposed by literatures [7] [8] [9] all depended on the discernibility matrix. Literature [10] presented an incremental updating algorithms of computation of a Core based on conflicts.The algorithm didn't depend on the discernibility matrix,but needed reprocessing of the information system to get the new decision table and compute the core attribute. It often exists the same attribute combination in discernibility matrix, and for a large decision table, it will have big space complexity to store discernibility matrix. Because the binary code from the subscript of an array element can reflect the comparison for condition attributes of two objects , we can use array elements to represent attribute combination in discernibility matrix. The values of the array elements can represent the frequency occurrence of a attribute combination in discernibility matrix. This paper focuses on the dynamic changes of the core attributes, thus, it only needs to take the changes of array elements representing the core attribute into consideration. After the detailed analysis of the various cases of added objects, this paper puts forward an incremental updating algorithm for computing core in decision table based on array. This algorithm can be used to conduct batch processing to added objects. When updating the values of array elements which represent core attribute, the changes of these values can be used to tell the added or reduced elements in core attribute set. In this way, the original core attribute set gets dynamic updating and consequently the new core attribute set is formed quickly. The algorithm put forward in this paper is proved to be efficient and feasible both by theoretical analysis and illustration of an example.
Related theories
Here are some theories related to the paper in rough set.
Definition 1 [11] An information system is expressed as 
is an information function which specifies attribute values of every object in U . That is, for
. If the set of attributes R can be divided into the condition attribute and decision attribute set, that is,
, then the information system is called decision system or decision table.
,where C is the set of condition attributes and D is the set of decision attributes. We call
as a positive region of the partition
, R is an attribute set and
,if each condition class is contained in the decision class,the decision table is consistent,or else it is inconsistent.
Definition 5 [7] For the information system IS,The discernibility matrix is defined as follows.
The literature [7] presented an improved discernibility matrix which is applicable to any decision tabel.
The space complexity and computational complexity of the improved discernibility matrix are significantly lower than that of HU method. Using the improved discernibility matrix, literature [7] also proposed theorem 1 for judging core attributes.
Theorem 1 [7] For the information system IS,if IDM(
is a single attribute.
Incremental updating algorithm of core
Using the array element to represent the condition attribute combination; first, each condition attribute is distributed the appeared position in all condition attribute combinations in discernibility matrix. If there is some condition attribute to appear in condition attribute combination, we can mark 1 on corresponding position in attribute combination, otherwise mark 0. We can get a set of binary code and then convert it to a decimal number. Next,we use the decimal number as subscript of array element. The condition attribute combination can be expressed with the array element. Theorem 2 To a decision table containing n condition attributes, In the discernibility matrix, the binary code corresponding to a condition attribute combination is converted to decimal. The decimal value is ) 0 ( 2 n m m < ≤ ,which means that the array element representing the condition attribute combination is core attribute.
Proof: In the discernibility matrix, the binary code corresponding to a condition attribute combination is converted to decimal. The decimal value is ) 0 ( 2 n m m < ≤ ,so there is the only 1 in the binary code . That is, the condition attribute combination corresponding to the binary code only containing single attribute. According theorem 1, we called the attribute as core attribute.
There being n condition attributes in a decision table, We can define a array which contains the number of elements to be n . In the discernibility matrix, the binary code corresponding to a condition attribute combination is converted to decimal. The decimal value is ) 0 ( 2 n m m < ≤
.We can use the array element which subscript is m to represent the corresponding core attribution, and use the array element to count the number of appearance of the corresponding core attribute in discernibility matrix.
To a decision table containing n condition attributes,Now we define an array
,which contains n elements.the lower bound of array subscript is 0 and the high bound is 1 − n . Based on the establishment of discernibility matrix given in Definition 5, the assignment algorithm for the array elements representing core attribute can be described as follows:
Input:
do ｛Compare n condition attributes in sequence, if the corresponding condition attribute is same,we mark 0 ,otherwise mark 1. If the binary code is found to contain two 1, stop comparison and go to (3);or if we get the decimal value corresponding to the binary code being
，go to (3);｝ (4)Return the assigned array elements; END To a decision table containing n condition attributes, if the value of each array element is 0 based on the assignment algorithm for the array elements representing core attribute,then there's not the core attribute in the decision table.
The influences of adding object x upon core attribute set are as follows:
(1)If the object x repeats with an object in 1 U , then the values of the array elements remain unchanged, and so does the core attribute set.
(2) If the object x is repeatitive or inconsistent with an object in 2 U , then the values of the array elements remain unchanged, and so does the core attribute set.
(3)If the object x is inconsistent with the object y in 1 U ,then the objects in 1 U are on the decrease,but the objects in 2 U increase. It is necessary to delete the row that the object y belongs to and change the column that the object y belongs to. It is reduced that condition attribute combinations from comparing the object y with the original inconsistent objects in the decision table ,but It is added that condition attribute combinations from comparing the object y with the original consistent objects whose decision attribute is the same as the object y in the decision table . Update core attribute set according to the changes of the values of array elements.
(4)If the new consistent class produces after adding the object x , then the objects in the 1 U increase. It is necessary to add the row and column that the object x belongs to in discernibility matrix.After adding the row and column that the object x belongs to, if the value of new array element being 0 changes to higher than 0, then the new core attribute set is obtained by adding the core attribute corresponding to the array element in the original core attribute set.
Based on the above analysis, the following propositions about core attribute update are tenable. Corollary 1 If the value of original element being greater than 0 is still higher than 0 and no new array elements are assigned when objects are added to the decision table, then the original core attribute set will not change.
Corollary 2 If the value of some array element being higher than 0 changes to 0 when objects are added to the decision table,then the new core attribute set is obtained by deleting the core attribute corresponding to the array element from the original core attribute set.
Corollary 3 If the value of new array element being 0 changes to higher than 0, the new core attribute set is obtained by adding the core attribute corresponding to the array element in the original core attribute set.
Core updating algorithm based on array is described as follows:
,the assigned array elements, ) (C CORE ; (2) The set D including added objects. Output: The new core attribute set ) (C NCORE . BEGIN for each D x ∈ do {//The values of array elements are updated based on the four cases.
(1)If there is the object y in 1 U and for
then the values of the array elements remain unchanged, and so does the core attribute set.
Else (2) If there is the object y in ' 2 U and for
then the values of the array elements remain unchanged, and so does the core attribute set. Else (3)If there is the object y in 1 U and for
then the row including the object y is deleted and the column including the object y is altered in discernibility matrix . The corresponding values of array elements need to be updated.
(4) If the new consistent class produces after adding the object x , then the objects in the 1 U increase. It is necessary to add the row and column that the object x belongs to in discernibility matrix. } { Table 1 the decision table   Table 2 the discernibility matrix of the table 1 The discernibility matrix of the decision table can be established as shown in Table 2 .There is four condition attributes in the decision 
. The core attribute set of the decision (1) If the object x is {0,1,0,0,1} , then x repeats with 4 x in 1 U .The values of the array elements remain unchanged, and so does the core attribute set.
(2) If the object x is {1,0,1,1,1} , then x repeats with 2 x in 2 U .The values of the array elements remain unchanged, and so does the core attribute set.
(3) If the object x is {1,0,1,1,3} , then x is inconsistent with 1 x and 2 x in 2 U .The values of the array elements remain unchanged, and so does the core attribute set.
(4) If the object x is {1,1,1,1,1} , then x is inconsistent with 3 x in 1 U . The discernibility matrix is updated as shown in Table 3 updated discernibility matrix  Table 4 updated discernibility matrix
Conclusions
In the paper, it is studied the incremental updating algorithm of core attribute in relevant literatures and using array elements to represent core attribute. It is proposed an incremental updating algorithm of core attribute set based on array. It is not necessary to store the discernibility matrix in the new algorithm. When objects of the decision 
